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QUESTION 1

An administrator is deploying a three-tier application on a Nutanix Enterprise Cloud consisting of web, application, and
database VMs. Traffic between the servers must be limited to specific services/ports. There is an application layer
firewall VM deployed on one host in the cluster. 

In which way should the administrator meet this requirement? 

A. Create a network for each type of VM, and use policy-based routing to control the traffic flow 

B. Configure a security policy and service chain redirecting the server traffic through the firewall 

C. Separate the web. application and database VMs on to dedicated VLANs 

D. Categorize the VMs in Prism Central and utilize Flow to set a security policy 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 

User 1 and User 2 belong to the AAPM group 

What are two descriptions of how Files perform quota management? (Choose two.) 

A. User 2 can continue to add another 3GB file but will receive a daily notification email. 

B. User 1 can continue to add another 5GB file but will receive a daily notification email. 

C. User 1 can add an 8GB file to the share without receiving notification. 

D. User 2 can add an 8GB file without receiving a notification email. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Ref: https://portal.nutanix.com/page/documents/details?targetId=Files-v3_6:fil-file-server-quotas-
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c.html#nconcept_amp_xsm_bx 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator needs to replace the self-signed certificate on a cluster. Which two requirements must be met as part
of the process? (Choose two.) 

A. The cluster administrator must restart the interface gateway. 

B. The signed, intermediate and root certificates are chained. 

C. The existing certificate must be deleted prior to replacement. 

D. The imported files for the custom certificate must be PEM encoded. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Ref: https://portal.nutanix.com/page/documents/details?targetId=Prism-Central-Guide-Prism-v55:mul-security-ssl-
certificate-pc-t.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A CEO asks the IT administrator to provide a list of required resources to protect current workloads and the two new
SQL servers from a disaster. The Nutanix environment is managed by Prism Central. Which option explains how to
meet the CEO\\'s request? 

A. In Capacity Runway, select Optimize Resources and select all VMs that must be protected. 

B. Create a new project and assign the VMs to it to get compute and storage requirements. 

C. Create a new scenario based on a new cluster based on a VM Profile and select Recommend. 

D. Create a new Recovery policy by selecting the VM that needs to be protected and get hardware requirements. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator is managing multiple Windows and Linux VMs connected to Nutanix Volumes. The Linux VMs are
experiencing intermittent connectivity issues. The Windows VMs do not experience the same issue. Which option
should the administrator use to resolve this issue? 

A. Utilize Jumbo Frames 

B. Add additional disks to the Volume Group 

C. Set the SCSI timeout value to 60 

D. Utilize a separate subnet for the Linux VMs 

Correct Answer: C 
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Ref: https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/1009465 
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